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Note From the Editor
The Weazel calls itself a magazine, but we operate more like a fanzine. We 
are a group of writers and artists that want to make something we our-
selves would enjoy. There isn’t a topic we shy away from because our goal 
is to showcase real stories, feelings, and people. The Weazel is made by 
creators for creators, or really anyone who wants to read something they 
can probably relate to, unlike other mainstream shit.
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Photos by: Noah Woods

Summer crust surrounds the distant windows 
of my apartment, the mix of condensation and 
cracked window sealant soothes me. Outside, 
the open air feels like a sticky, palpable wall. 
I pull apart this rusted window every morning 
around five A.M. to smoke my cigarette, taking 
and releasing the earthly smoke as my coffee 
water boils behind me. 

I really like American Spirits. 

I was supposed to stop smoking a year ago––
crazy how time flows downstream. It’s a fairly 
small place, lots of windows. I have a ballet re-
cital at seven o’clock, right down the road. I got 
this place because it’s within a ten-minute walk 
of the school, but I’ve never been late to any-
thing in my life. So, I don’t actually know why 
I’m here. No one has even seen it, no friends, 
no family. Maybe I should make more friends, 
or maybe I should go about saying fuck that and 
focus on ballet. Sure, I see it as art, but it is in-
herently more therapeutic than artistic. I feel 
like a spider. There’s a great deal of noise from 
the streets below. 

My dad hates the fact that I started dancing 
for a living, wearing shorter shorts than when I 
used to live with him. His eye scanning through 
my tights, ashamed of my creases. I hate my 
creases, sometimes I find myself gazing into 
the mirror, sucking in my gut––biting my lip––
swooning over my ribcage, wanting to be less 
like myself and more like the girls in front of the 
movie cameras, or the ones in the ballroom. The 
thought of it makes me on edge, tumbling down 
a cliffside unable to stop. I’ll probably cry into 
my pillow tonight thinking about it. What has 

my dead-beat dad ever done that is worth atten-
tion? Another cigarette down and the coffee is 
almost ready to steep. My chest hurts more and 
more after each puff, reluctant to put it down, I 
keep it close. 

I’ve been reading up on this book, it talks 
about people born in the wrong body, feeling 
like someone else. It has been on my mind a 
lot. The smell of fresh coffee starts to aerate, I 
wonder if my neighbors are up. Smoke from the 
cigarette creeps up the black curtains and along 
the ceiling. I notice too late-- the hot liquid and 
cup--the only fragments of life on my brain. The 
smoke alarm goes off, making me spill blister-
ing water on myself.

I thought I unplugged it.

I rush to the window and flick the hazard into 
the street below. It hits someone’s front bumper; 
they slam their brakes and get out abruptly. I 
close the window with such swiftness and force 
that some of the paintings in the room fall.

God dammit. They better not come up here.
I look at the clock, 6:58A.M. Panic settles into 
every cell of my body, I try to clean up the mud-
dy countertop, but the squealing of the alarm 
attacks my senses, my heart drops. 

Have I really wasted two hours? If I miss this 
rehearsal I’m fucked. They drop me, they don’t 
understand how great I am––they’ll pick up the 
next kid with bags full of money.

I climb a chair, rip out the damned monster 
and shove its death-rattling corpse in the freez-
er. I walk out the door and sprint down the 
street, noticing every person staring at my blur, 
noticing every moment wasted, every reason 
why I’ll never make it. I get to the revolving bal-
let door, o’ heavenly arch, thou hast cursed my 
breath. My mind plays tricks on me,

What room number do I go to?
Did I forget to turn off the stove?

JOHHNY BOY
By Noah Woods

The sky looks pretty this morning. Fog hovers 
over the metallic buildings whose arms, reach 
up to the heavens.  When is he going to get here? 
The pot of water on the stove is boiling over. 
There are locusts singing outside the window. 
Slugs dance away the fire of the summer asphalt. 
The container of pills has been stored away in 
my underwear drawer, in-between discarded 
briefs, panties, a couple socks too. I guess it has 
been this long. Two months off of my medica-
tion. I hated how I was––all of the fuzz––the vi-
sual haze surrounding my family and friends, 
those puny droplets of happiness scattered in a 
storm of weeping. It’s all my fault, I constantly 
remind myself. I really shouldn’t have been so 
naïve, so trusting, look where it got me.

How was I supposed to know? I’m quite cer-
tain the LSD ruined my mind. I’m quite certain 
the LSD ruined my mind. God dammit, now I’m 
dwelling. Got to think positively. He is on his 
way. “He,” being Peter, the love of my life and 
also my drug dealer. I don’t think he knows, or 
maybe he does and uses it against me. I have 
bought a lot of weed from him. Never mind that, 
we planned to have a picnic today. Maybe he 
doesn’t want to now since it is gloomy outside, 
maybe that is why he’s late. He probably found 
better things to do without me. God, I can’t wait 
to see him. Can LSD ruin your brain? I had a 
good trip but now it’s hard to perceive things. I 
will make a note to read up on it. 

My phone is ringing, the buzzing against the 
table is concerning. It’s Peter.
“Hello,” I say.
“Hey Frankie, listen, I’m really sorry but some-
thing came up. Would it be okay if we skipped 
the picnic today?” Peter cries.

Bullshit.
You know I live on the fifth floor of this shitty 
building; I see you outside the window, down on 
the street. He’s smoking a cigarette by a cross-
walk.

“Sure. But, are you sure you don’t want to 
come up? I have some coffee.”

“Okay cool, and again I’m sorry. I hope you are 
doing well,” he blurts in-between his puff of to-
bacco smoke. 

“Talk to you later,” he squeezes out.
He hangs up before I can say later, I go to the 

window. He buries the phone in his pant pocket 
and meets with someone. Who is that? A girl? 
Why is he hugging her? He blew off plans with 
me just to get into some girls pants? Fuck him, 
he really is an asshole. He couldn’t have come 
up, just for a second? Why didn’t he want to tell 
me in person?

Putting away one of these coffee mugs stings 
my soul like a hornet, my body tingles weakly. I 
had cleaned my place up for him––lit candles––
made it seem cozy. I wanted to show him how 
good I am doing, I thought he would have been 
attracted to the idea. I started to put back all the 
trinkets of food I had packed. All the scattered 
memories of when he smiled at me. 
Now hunger is leaving me too, 
and it is still so early in the day.

FRANKIE
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“A pimp is the loneliest bastard on Earth. He’s 
gotta know his whores. He can’t let them know 
him. He’s gotta be God all the way.”

Iceberg Slim, born Robert Beck, was a pimp. 
That was all I knew when I picked this up. And 
that Dave Chappelle said it was one of the most 
important books he has ever read, along with 
the autobiography of Frederick Douglass. 

Slim was a pimp from the 1940s to the 1960s. He 
worked in the underworld of Chicago, Milwau-
kee, Detroit and other cities during this time. He 
gives a bleak view of Black America, noting ev-
ery racist idea spouted over street corners, like 
why white men went from Heaven(the suburbs) 
to Hell(ghettos) for black whores. 

There’s a reason this book had such a large im-
pact, from Blaxploitation films to gangster rap, 
why it was sold not only in bookstores, but in 

barbershops and liquor stores, passed around 
families and prisons. It’s the raw and shameless 
style of his writing. 

Slim has the thematic authority of Capote 
or Steinbeck, but it’s a much different world 
he’s painting. His unrelenting rhythm bleeds 
thought and conversation together, alternating 
between tales of flashy bravado and vulnerable, 
bottom-barrel despair. He targets sensory recep-
tors with every line. It’s unflinching from the 
first paragraph, starting with Slim being raped 
at age three: 

“Her name was Maude and she Georgied me 
around 1921. I was only three years old. Mama 
told me about it, and always when she did her 
indignation would be as strong and as emotional 
perhaps as at the time when she had surprised 
her, panting and moaning at the point of orgasm 

Pimp: The Story
 of My Life 
By Tim Morrison

Book Review

Illustration by: Katie Bell

with my tiny head wedged between her ebony 
thighs, her massive hands viselike around my 
head.”

There’s a glossary in the back to help with 
words like Georgied: to be taken advantage of 
sexually without receiving money.  

The book regards sexual acts as a point of ne-
gotiation. A woman’s worth is measured by her 
mileage— how many screws she can fit in before 
becoming physically or emotionally defeated. 
Most of them last less than a week. He explains 
how he must not allow himself to view women 
as human beings with agency, the destructive ef-
fect that would have on his success. 

He describes the lonely and paranoid life of 
someone constantly on guard against cops, fel-
low pimps, and other street criminals. Dealing 
with all of these threats while, at the same time, 
continuing to mentally dominate and immobi-
lize the women in his stable. 

You should read this because it shows where 
depravity comes from, how it is worked up to 
over the years. There’s a continual process of 
degradation that leads a man to beat his whore 
with a coat hanger until her back is lined in welts. 

Through his inner monologue, you can follow 
his reasoning to see how he gets from A to B. 
It’s all presented very logically. This may be fur-
ther manipulation on his part, as he admits he’s 
a great con man. He sets people up to see only 
one side of the picture to foster dependence and 
maybe that’s what he’s doing as a writer. 

You want to hear everything he has to say be-
cause his warped life has forced him to answer 
questions most of us will never face. It’s this 
lack of experiential overlap that gives birth to 
the greatest moments of human understanding, 
making us reevaluate the limits of our own per-
spective.     

As I got near the end of the book, I didn’t want 
him to stop talking to me. That’s what this book 
is— a long conversation with Iceberg Slim. He’s 
telling you his life story with his elbow on a bar, 
or his feet hiked up on a coffee table. Slim offers 

you Planter’s Punch and a joint while you listen. 
He has a story to tell, and all you have to do is 
listen.   

In 1976, nine years after this book was pub-
lished, Slim released a spoken-word album 
called “Reflections.” I gave it a listen after read-
ing the book and the voice coming from my 
phone speakers was the same voice I heard in 
my head during reading. 

That’s what style is, it doesn’t give you the 
choice of missing it.
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Somewhere
A woman in the hills of Hungary
keeps her husband
on top of a stone fireplace 
in a half-full fruit jar

Kicking in the blue, open ocean of the Pacific
a young boy realizes he cannot swim
and sinks down two miles to provide temporary food 
for a bulimic anglerfish

In a small Illinois town, two teens try to beat a train
making the conductor an alcoholic
for the rest of his life

On page 43 of a discontinued geometry textbook,
a lonely square looks longingly
at a triangle on the next page, 
who is rather obtuse

Making his way down Europe to Israel, a man
who has been passed over for most of his life
becomes obsessed with God and eventually realizes
He is God

On the North Pole, a retired reindeer
tells a polar bear an old knock-knock joke
which makes the bear laugh
even though it has never seen a door
nor has any idea what one is used for

Held in the outer arms of the Milky Way,
a relatively small, half-lit orb
circles a red, slow-burning star
for a long, long time
until it eventually floats away
for no apparent reason at all Illustration by: Matthew Castellano

Tim Morrison
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7,000 troops are moving in and out of the 
green zone today, and an expected 20,000 are set 
to arrive later this week, is a line I didn’t think I 
would have to read in a contemporary context. 

If I had read the term “green zone” a few 
months ago, I would have been reading about 
the U.S. Central Command in Baghdad during 
the Iraq War, the place where Geroge W. Bush’s 
“coalition” made all key decisions about fight-
ing, policing, and ultimately politicking Iraqi 
citizens. But, after the climax of Donald Trump’s 
presidency, the term has taken on a new mean-
ing. 

This similarity aside, the Bush and Trump pres-
idencies are linked in unmistakable ways. They 
both lost the popular vote. They both took the 
torch from popular two-term Democrats(but not 
popular enough to push their nominated succes-
sors across the finish line) who left behind polit-
ical landscapes that were relatively stable. They 
both oversaw at times disastrous regimes and 
left the country in a worse place than when they 
found it. The state of the country was represent-
ed in their approval ratings, Trump at 38.6% and 
Bush at 34%. 

Despite these major thematic similarities, they 
carried themselves much differently from each 
other. Bush was a devout Christian, and although 

Both Sides Now:
How Does Trump Compare to Bush?

By Henry Edwards 

Political 

“The Bush and Trump 
presidencies are linked in 

unmistakable ways.” 

Illustration by: Katie Bell

“Bush had his 9/11, 
and Trump had his 

Coronavirus” 

he was prone to gaffes, he looked like a rigid 
democratic institutionalist when compared to 
Trump’s behavior. As my mother puts it, Trump 
is probably the most “Odious” man ever to hold 
the office, and the irony of such a non pious per-
son having the unwavering support of so many 
evangelicals is already well documented. 

But who was worse?  historians and journal-
ists will  wrestle with this question in the years 
to come. In the current moment, it’s easy to dis-
miss this question and say that the man who 
refused to concede election, rhetorically fueled 
an insurrection, and was ultimately impeached 
(twice!) was the worse president, but a closer 
look reveals that one begets the other. A Trump 
presidency does not happen without a Bush 
presidency. 

In their tenures, they both dealt with 
Earth-shattering events that seemingly came out 
of nowhere. Bush had his 9/11, and Trump his 
Coronavirus. How did they deal with these crises? 

It’s impossible to measure the full toll that 
Bush’s neoconservative foreign policy has taken 
in the Middle East. In the Iraq War alone, any-
where from 110,000 to one million Iraqi deaths 
occurred from March 2003- April 2009. But the 
destabilizing effects of that war cannot be fully 
measured in just Iraq’s death toll in that period. 
The insurgency caused by the poorly planned in-
vasion and occupation led to the forming of many 
splinter groups, chief among them ISIL. The suf-
fering caused by the Bush administration’s rash 
invasion after 9/11 towards Musilims will be felt 
for years to come. In the U.S., we have had our 
own bouts with suffering due to the Trump ad-
ministration’s complete and utter mishandling of 
Covid-19. By the end of Trump’s reign, more peo-
ple have died of Covid-19 in the U.S. than were 
killed in World War Two.  While some spread 
of the virus was inevitable, the “streamlining” 
of the pandemic response team and the politi-
cization of the virus has led to a nation further 
divided and nearly half a million people dead. 
And, with Covid raging and an election looming, 

Trump took every measure to delegitimize a free 
and fair election, and by not conceding when he 
lost, inspired an unprecedented insurrection by 
his xenophobic and culty base. He spent his en-
tire presidency building towards that moment, 
whether it was praising “both sides” at Charlot-
tesville, treasuring the support of QAnon believ-
ers, the Musilim ban, or his mention of “shithole 
countries”. His presidency was a fiery blaze of 
racial resentment. 

But every fire needs its fuel.
For decades, The GOP has welcomed and 

embraced xenophobic postitions, and George 
W. Bush willingly added to the growing resent-
ment of American conservatives. Whether it 
was proposing an amendment to ban same sex 

Illustration by: Katie Bell
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marriage, signing the Secure Fence Act, or not 
caring about Katrina and the tens of thousands 
of black people it affected, He played his part in 
fostering the political climate that created the 
cult of Trump. 

It was on this bedrock of this xenophobia that 
Trump built his campaign. His first soundbite, 
“They’re bringing drugs, they’re bringing crime, 
they’re rapists,” launched his campaign into in-
stant relevance. His first rallying cry, “Build the 
wall, and Mexico’s going to pay for it,” brought 
millions of GOP primary voters into his flock. 
At the time, many on the right chastised Trump 
for his racially divisive remarks, but these were 
many of the same people who fueled the anti-lat-
inx, anti-gay, anti-black sentiments expressed 
by the Bush administration. The conservative 

leaning National Review devoted a whole issue 
in early 2016 to anti-trumpism, this being the 
same National Review that published a Michelle 
Malkin column in 2007 that argued the Secure 
Fence Act didn’t go far enough. 

In the last few years, Bush has benefited from a 
rehabilitation of image in the wake of the Trump 
presidency. Collectively, the nation has largely 
forgotten the gruesome moments of his presi-
dency, and see him as a kindly old gentlemanly 
painter. He has been praised as a patriot for his 
tacit disapproval of Trump’s antics, and did not 
withhold any criticism after the storming of the 
Capitol, calling it a “sickening and heartbreak-
ing sight.” If he fully comprehended that the suf-
fering he caused for political gain was a prelude 
to that moment, then I’m sure that he was sick. Illustration by: Lilia Hernandez Galusha
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The Smell of Burning

An oil tanker looms on the asphalt

undisturbed, waiting for its dues.

Surrounded by crumbly brick

in the middle of town with a population

of seven hundred. The sky sends

its rays of summer heat beating down,

baking the metal canister. A man hurled on the beach 

of shards crying out in a hollow voice—for his child,

his wife, for anyone. The world a blinding light

to him, unable to see past the fire in his eyes.

Nothing to smell but the burning of his own hair

caught by the blast, melting on top of him.

Tears extinguishing as they fall down his face,

leaving him alone with only the burn.

Sophyline

MORGUE
ache ache again
seams attached to prince
a paper package strong stitch aborr
meenie minie mo beeswax marries
le tampon tar
lampoon the orc lampoon skateboard
monkey breath dating camgirl
dare to believe there is a chunk of skin you knocked
off ur knee
kneel triade of course! of course you would say
there’s a fuckin orange up your ass big & stuck
pearla won’t you listen to me
hear a drip and remember something i said or
something like that just some thang
orange won’t you listen to a sound or this or that
the shapes seem repetitive and maybe they are all
very similar
does not change the fact of coordinance does not
change in the machine
the wheel of health
garbonzo sand it out strong loud and derived
beeswax smeared blue on a card for a thank you
much
& pins in my ankles for every time i think there’s a
need for carcin
penplace rapide
tootoo

Illustration by: Lilia Hernandez Galusha

Noah Woods
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Artist Spotlight

Jenn 
Perren
By Sophia Ordaz

Jenn Perren’s studio practice resembles a 
BFA course catalog: drawing, printmaking, ce-
ramics, sculpture, jewelry design. Her subjects 
range from the human figure to anthropomor-
phic animals, and her work as a whole is shot 
through with humorous exaggeration and a re-
gard for curved, organic lines. 

On a scroll through her Instagram feed(@jen-
nifer.perren), you’ll immediately be struck by 
fantastical, caricaturesque illustrations; think 
Alice in Wonderland meets the underground 
comix of Robert Crumb. It comes as a shock to 
me when she off-handedly jokes that she doesn’t 
much like her art.

“When I say I don’t like my art I mean I quickly 
feel finished with it,” she clarifies. “Like once I’m 
done with a project, I’m already thinking about 
my next one...In my mind, I create and process 
art like the parts of the digestive system.”
For Jenn, landing on something worthwhile can 
sometimes feel like mining for gold in a pile of 
excrement. She captures the gnarly details in a 
comic strip appropriately titled Shit. (See pg. 25)

Many would envy Jenn’s knack for manipulat-
ing diverse artistic mediums, but she sees her 
jack-of-all-trades skillset as a plight of sorts. Giv-
en that the art world, educational institutions, 
and our economy reward expertise and special-
ization, it’s easy to see why one might aspire for 
mastery over a single field.

“I really do think that capitalism puts pressure 
on artists to feel like they need to be a master 
at one thing...especially with the way social me-
dia algorithms are designed. The more consis-
tently and steadily you put out content that is 
high-quality and focused around a limited sub-
ject matter, the more successful you are and the 
more the algorithm favors you.”

Studying art at UALR was a no-brainer for 
Jenn, and she relied on her artistic family’s full 
support. Her mother is a photographer, and her 
sister is also an artist. After graduating with her 
BFA in printmaking in 2014, Jenn was flung into 
the unpredictable tumult of establishing a ca-

reer as an artist. Though she eventually learned 
how to cobble together an income from commis-
sions, art instruction, and opportunities gained 
through networking, she continued to encoun-
ter the pressure to specialize in one medium.

“If I’m making ceramic art and I find that peo-
ple love these devil jars that I’m making—even 
after the point that I’m so tired of making those 
jars—there is pressure to keep making them,” 
Jenn says. “And I could  get stuck there because... 
you’re rewarded for sticking with a certain [me-
dium] and producing a lot of it, but that’s not in 
my nature to just stick to one thing like that.”

After college Jenn doubted whether she should 
continue pursuing art. Having worked at the 
public library through all of college, she con-
templated getting a master’s in library science. 
At times, she’d question the merit of creating art 
altogether because in a world replete with injus-
tice, the mere act of creation could feel self-in-
dulgent. Still, the cathartic nature of her art 

Illustration by: Jenn Perren
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forming under her dildo-toting drag king perso-
na, Shameless Seamus. The zine rapidly gained 
local recognition for its honest depiction of the 
DIY scene’s hilariously small dating pool. After 
a two-year hiatus and its resurrection last year, 
Jenn is compiling submissions for the zine’s 2021 
installment.

“After I realized that I can’t quit art, I was forced 
to figure out how to make art in ways that really 
did restore joy and playfulness into my life. So I 
snapped back into hanging out with my friends in 
the alternative art, DIY, punk scene, music scene 
and immediately started a project that was col-
laborative called the [Little Rocked] Smut Zine. 
That was really like an invaluable starting point 
for me to recover my creative practice because 

practice kept her coming back.
“I took some time and I realized that I really 

can’t stop making art. It’s not good for my health 
to stop...because I rely on my art as a part of my 
self-care practice.”

One of her most vulnerable pieces is St. Sebas-
tian (see on pg. 19) a pencil drawing she creat-
ed while grieving her father. Inspired by Frida 
Kahlo’s painting, The Wounded Deer, and by de-
pictions of the martyrdom of Saint Sebastian, 
the drawing portrays Jenn tied to a post and shot 
by arrows, with winged rats encircling her head 
like guardian angels. During this difficult chap-
ter of her life—Jenn was dealing with her father’s 
death, the dissolution of a relationship, suicid-
al ideation, and a full course load—her pet rats 
were a comfort, however small.

“I felt like the teachers loved my work, but the 
place that my work was coming from—which 
was during a deeply distraught time in my life—
they couldn’t care less about the person who was 
going through the experiences that generated 
the art….There is this academic perspective of 
if you can’t take the heat get out of the kitchen, 
and it doesn’t take into consideration that a lot of 
people might be coming into the kitchen already 
badly burned.”

In high school, Jenn had won an award for her 
unapologetic, lewd notebook sketches only to 
later find out that one of the judges who voted 
against her work was a professor at UALR.  That 
got in her head, and soon Jenn found herself 
self-censoring, washing clean and ironing out 
the smutty sketches of her high school days into 
gentle, refined nude drawings.

“I went into the fine arts program basically 
shutting down my low-brow smutty intuition 
and focused on classical figure drawing. I still 
got to draw people naked, but tasteful,  high 
brow figure drawing would be the focal point for 
the work I would be doing in college.”

A year after graduating, she unleashed her 
inner “dirty smut goblin,” launching the Little 
Rocked Smut Zine with a group of friends and per-

it was immediately just a fuck you to the whole 
facade of myself that I had to keep up the previ-
ous five years, and on top of that, it was raunchy, 
it was collaborative, so the pressure was not on 
me to perform. The only thing I had to do was to 
round up a bunch of rowdy people who wanted 
to write smutty poems and draw dick pics, and 
just get it all together, get it scanned and copied, 
and throw a party once we had enough copies to 
sell.”

Though hard copies of the latest Smut Zine have 
sold out, you can still purchase a digital edition. 
As of late, Jenn has been creating sculptures of 
mascarons, gargoyle-like faces that are meant to 
defend a building from evil spirits.  A CALS gal-
lery showing of Jenn’s mascarons is open until 
May 1. Jenn is currently accepting commissions 
for pet portraits, and as always, you can support 
her by purchasing art from her website, jennifer-
perren.com, or here at Weazel Lifestyle.

“Culturally, in the South, art is not looked upon 

as something valuable or as a way of life, real-
ly. It always breaks my heart when I meet adults 
who say, ‘Oh, I used to draw all the time as a kid, 
but a teacher told me that I wasn’t good and I 
got discouraged and stopped.’ Some of the best 
artists I know are not trained academically, and 
it makes their work so much more raw and in-
triguing because their style is so unrefined— I’m 
thinking about a lot of comic book artists, espe-
cially underground comix,” Jenn says. “I guess 
the whole point of underground comix and zines 
is literally: YOU DO YOU. What do you have to 
say in a way that’s unfiltered and unmediated by 
anyone? There are no gatekeepers when you’re 
making your own zine or publishing your own 
work. So that’s why lowbrow art for me is sort of 
a philosophy.”

“...I really can’t stop 
making art. It’s not good 
for my health to stop...” 

Illustration by: Jenn Perren
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Astrology

      ARIES 
        (March 21 - April 20): 
        With The Beatles (1964)

Ruled by Mars; represented by the Ram; cardinal fire

The first Beatles albums represent their first out-
ing into music as their normal four-man crew. 
This sophomore album is powerful, with tracks 
like “All My Loving,” “Please Mr. Postman,” and “It 
Won’t Be Long.” These hits represent that spring 
awakening, that newness, and maybe even im-
pulsiveness of their outing into the world of pop 
music. And from the beginning, The Beatles like 
Aries were a force to be reckoned with. 

The basis of your personality in astrology (but not the only framer) is your Sun sign. If you know 
your birthday, you know your Sun sign. In that way, you can receive basic information about your-
self based on that sign. The astrological calendar starts in late March with the first sign of the cycle 
in Aries and moves through to the last in Pisces. Whether you’re a beginner or well-versed, you can 
compare what you know to be your Sun sign to the assignments below, and if you know your Moon 

or Rising signs, you can use those to compare as well. 

For this month’s exploration, I am comparing each sign to the 12 studio album releases of The Beat-
les and matching them together. I chose to use The Beatles because their journey from album to 

album works similarly to the journey from sign to sign in the Zodiac. 
And who doesn’t love The Beatles... . 

      TAURUS 
         (April 21 - May 20):
         Please Please Me (1963)

Ruled by Venus; represented by the Bull; fixed earth

The title of the album shows us a minor theme 
in the album: getting what they want. Taurus, 
unlike Aries, won’t throw a temper tantrum but 
will subtly, not so subtly, hint that they have not 
found what they want. The tracks “Please Please 
Me,” “Love Me Do,” “Misery,” “Baby It’s You,” and 
“A Taste of Honey” all represent those Taurean 
traits of desire for sweetness, for love, and for 
getting what they want. 

THE 12 SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC 
AS BEATLES RECORDS 

By Sophyline

      CANCER 
         (June 21 - July 22): 
         Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely
         Hearts Club Band (1967)

Ruled by the Moon; represented by the Crab; cardinal water

What other album to pair with Cancer than 
Sgt. Pepper’s? Cancers are mothering to the 
point of losing their cool about friendships. 
This reminds me of the sentiment behind the 
album: caring for those around you, being 
with them, with friends and old pals. These 
feelings are represented in tracks like “When 
I’m Sixty Four,” “With A Little Help From My 
Friends” and the title track.

      GEMINI 
         (May 21 - June 20): 
         Help! (1965)

Ruled by Mercury; represented by the Twins; mutable air

Gemini are easily influenced by their sur-
roundings and can succumb to their many 
personalities easily, thus they are often asking 
for help (ha!). The tracks “You’ve Got to Hide 
Your Love Away” and “Ticket to Ride” speak 
to Gemini’s mutable air qualities of keeping 
their poker face, and not committing too 
quickly. Gemini don’t care about what kind of 
obligations or promises they’ve made.. when 
it’s time to go, it’s time to go. 

       LEO 
          (July 23 - August 22): 
          Beatles For Sale (1964)

Ruled by the Sun; represented by the Lion; fixed fire

Leos are the attention-driven, self-centered, 
ferocious, caring and fun type. This iteration 
of Beatles is one with a little more cool to it. 
They are sure of themselves and want the 
world to know. Leo is seen in “I’ll Follow The 
Sun” because of that vibrant need to keep go-
ing no matter the influence. 

     VIRGO 
       (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22):
       A Hard Day’s Night (1964)

Ruled by Mercury; represented by the Virgin; mutable earth

Virgos are classic fake bitches, in the best way 
possible. They will smile to your face, then turn 
around and talk shit about how your shoes were 
dirty and you were late. You can see their BS 
detector in “Can’t Buy Me Love” and “I Should 
Have Known Better.” In this album, the title 
track is a perfect descriptor of what it’s like to 
be a Virgo at the end of the day - all overachiev-
ing all day has made Virgo a dull dull boy.
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      LIBRA
       (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): 
 `       Let It Be (1970)

Ruled by Venus; represented by the Scale; cardinal air

The final Beatles release doesn’t coincide 
with the final sign of the Zodiac, but I think 
we can forgive that for the message behind 
the album, which matches so well with Li-
bra’s natural state. Libra desires a balance in 
life, or at least the need for it. The messaging 
of “Let It Be” and “Across The Universe” are 
both of peace and love and this is something 
Libra does desperately want. 

      SCORPIO 
         (Oct. 23 - Nov. 22): 
         Revolver (1966)

Ruled by Pluto and Mars; represented by the Scor-
pion; fixed water

This album is a fine representation of the 
Pluto-and-Mars-ruled sign because it match-
es a Scorpio’s low profile but also has enough 
high energy to match their propensity to high 
anxiety, paranoia and obsession This can be 
seen in tracks like “Got to Get You Into My 
Life” and “I’m Only Sleeping”. The most fit-
ting track on the album is “Eleanor Rigby;” 
with its sad story and minor chords, the song 
shows the tragedy of ordinary life. 

      SAGITTARIUS 
        (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21): 
        Rubber Soul (1965) 

Ruled by Jupiter; represented by the Archer; mutable fire

Sagittarius loves the idea of expressing one-
self socially, experiencing the energy output 
of those around them and feeding off of it. I’ve 
chosen this album because it is super funky, 
just like Sagittarius, no matter how rude and 
opinionated and talkative they can be. I see 
Sag’s energy in the opening tracks, “Drive My 
Car” and “Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has 
Flown)” with the lyrics pointing to each sub-
ject’s openness to new experiences. 

       CAPRICORN 
         (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): 
         Abbey Road (1969)

Ruled by Saturn; represented by the Sea Goat; cardinal earth

There’s something about barefoot Paul McCart-
ney that makes me think of earth signs. “Come 
Together” is the opening track and one that sets 
the stage for an album about powerful musical 
statements, giving off Capricorn’s leadership en-
ergy. “The End” is a short conclusion piece, its 
main message “the love you take is equal to the 
love you make” which sounds like something my 
Capricorn friends would say. 

      AQUARIUS 
        (Jan. 20 - Feb. 19): 
        White (1968)

Ruled by Uranus and Saturn; represented by the 
Water-Bearer; fixed air

I saved the most out-of-this-world Beatles album 
for the most out-of-this-world sign, Aquarius. 
It’s not uncommon for Aquarians to feel like out-
siders, and it’s not uncommon to call the White 
Album the craziest and most experimental Beat-
les album of their 12 studio records. A double al-
bum, it includes songs like “Julia,” “Revolution 
1,” “Revolution 9,” “Helter Skelter,” and “Piggies” 
which pushed boundaries for messaging and 
composition in pop music.

      PISCES 
         (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20): 
         Magical Mystery 
         Tour (1967)

Ruled by Neptune and Jupiter; represented by the 
Fish; mutable water

Pisces is a seeker of fantasy, an emotional 
dreamer because of their desire for heaven on 
Earth. The entire mood of this album is fantasy 
and absurdity, two things deeply adored by the 
natives of Pisces. “I Am The Walrus,” “Straw-
berry Fields Forever” and “Penny Lane” are like 
little storybooks, as if they were printed direct-
ly from bedtime tales. But the quintessential 
Pisces song from the album is “Blue Jay Way,” 
which feels exactly like a lucid dream.

Xx
Soph

Send me an email if you have a question! 
sophylinebarnes@gmail.com.
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